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Abstract: Liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) are a monolithic material with programmable
three‑dimensional (3D) morphing modes stemming from their designable non‑uniform molecular
orientations (or director). However, the shape morphing mode is generally fixed when director pat‑
terns of LCEs are determined. Multi‑mode shape morphing is difficult to achieve since director
patterns cannot be reconfigured. Herein, we demonstrate the ability to reconfigure LCE director
patterns and initial shapes—and thus shape morphing modes—by the manual assembly and de‑
assembly of LCE pixels. We measured the mechanical properties of LCEs with and without UV glue
and found their Young’s moduli were 9.6 MPa and 11.6 MPa. We firstly fabricate LCE pixels with
designed director fields and then assemble 24 pixels with required director fields into an LCE film
with a designed director pattern, which corresponds to a programmed shape morphing mode. We
further exhibit that we can de‑assemble the LCE film back into original pixels or new pixels with dif‑
ferent shapes and then re‑assemble them into a new film with a different initial shape and director
pattern, which corresponds to a second programmed shape morphing mode. Principally, we can
have a large amount of shape morphing modes if we have enough pixels. The demonstrated capabil‑
ity of multi‑mode shape morphing enhances functions of LCEs, which broadens their applications
in soft robotics, programmable origami/kirigami, responsive surfaces, and so on.

Keywords: liquid crystal elastomers; multi‑mode shape morphing; reconfigurable director field;
reconfigurable shapes; pixels assembly

1. Introduction
Liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) exhibit up to 400% strain [1,2] under various external

stimuli, such as temperature [3], light [4], and magnetic field [5]. One advantage of LCEs,
compared to other stimuli‑responsive materials, is their programmable three‑dimensional
(3D) shape morphing from a monolithic material, which relies on the designable molec‑
ular orientations (or director) of LCEs introduced by mechanical stretching [2], magnetic
field alignment [6–8], or surface alignment [9–11]. Due to their advanced shape morphing
capabilities, LCEs are an ideal candidate for artificial muscles [12,13], micro‑mechanical
actuators [14–16], and micro‑robots [17].

Recent research efforts are focused on LCEswith programmable 3D initial shapes and
3D director patterns, to enable more freedom in designing shape morphing modes. For ex‑
ample, inkjet printing can introduce 3D initial shapes of LCEswith director fields along the
printing path [18,19]; photopatterned surfaces can command designable two‑dimensional
(2D) LCE director patterns [20–22]; and optical 3D printing enables 3D LCE structures
with printing path‑independent director fields, which are determined by either external
magnetic fields [23] or commanding surfaces [10,24]. Recently, Sitti et al. realized LCE
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structures with initial 3D shapes and 3D director patterns by assembling cubic pixels with
a programmed uniform director field [25]. Generally, LCEs have fixed director patterns
which correspond to a determined single shape morphing mode.

For real world applications, the capability of multi‑mode shape morphing is in high
demand for LCE structures to performmulti‑functions. Currently, multi‑mode shapemor‑
phing of LCEs can be realized through dynamic carbamate bonds [26], the synergistic use
of photochemical and photothermal effects [27], or selective polymer chain decrosslink‑
ing [28]. Specifically, Ji et al. demonstrated programmed and reprogrammed shape mor‑
phing through heat‑induced network rearrangement [26]; Priimagi et al. realized 6 differ‑
ent shapes from one actuator programmed with UV light and blue light [27]; Zhao et al.
presented reprogrammable shape morphing and locomotion modes with the crosslinking
and decrosslinking properties of polymer chains [28]. These studies demonstrate many
appealing features of programmable shape morphing, while triggering the question of
whether the director patterns of LCE can be reconfigured to enable completely different
shape morphing modes.

In this paper, we propose a strategy to reconfigure LCE shape morphing modes by
rearranging LCE director patterns, which are enabled by the manual assembly and de‑
assembly of LCE pixels. We firstly demonstrate the ability to fabricate LCE pixels with
designed director fields and the ability to assemble these pixels into an LCE film with de‑
signed director patterns. We then show that the assembled LCE film can be de‑assembled
back into original pixels or new pixels with different shapes, which can be re‑assembled
into a new LCE film with distinct director patterns and thus a new shape morphing mode.
As an example, we demonstrated two‑times reconfigurations of LCEs director patterns
(from−1 topological defect with 0 initial phase to −1 topological defect with −π/4 initial
phase, and then to +1 topological defect with 0 initial phase) and the corresponding shape
morphing modes. We further demonstrate that except for director patterns, LCE initial
shapes can also be reconfigured by our strategy. We believe the demonstratedmulti‑mode
shape morphing capability will enhance various applications of LCEs.

2. Design and Results
2.1. Concept of Reconfigurable LCE Director Patterns

We propose to realize reconfigurable LCE director patterns by re‑arranging pixels
with programmable director fields. We need to consider three critical points: (1) a strategy
to fabricate LCE pixels with programmable director fields; (2) a strategy to assemble pix‑
els together into a film with a designed director pattern; (3) a strategy to de‑assemble the
film back into the original pixels or completely different pixels. In this way, we can repeat‑
edly assemble and de‑assemble between pixels and LCE films with different designable
director patterns.

The first critical point is enabled by the surface patterning of LCE film and laser cut‑
ting of the LCE film along designed orientations. As schematically shown in Figure 1a,
we fabricated LCE films with planar alignment on the bottom surface and perpendicular
alignment on the top surface, which corresponds to splay alignment. The chemical com‑
position of LCE and the correspondingly weight ratio were presented in Figure S1. To
verify the alignment of LCE, we checked polarized microscope images of uniform align‑
ment and splay alignment, both of which were adopted in our research. Furthermore,
the images indicated the good alignment quality of our samples (see Figure S6). Square‑
shaped LCE pixels with designable director fields can be achieved if we cut the film along
corresponding orientations (α in Figure 1b). For example, we schematically present four
pixels with different top‑surface director fields (different α) in Figure 1c. Note that these
pixels have splay alignment (Figure 1d). This kind of splay alignment results in a bending
shapemorphing towards the top surface along the planar alignment direction of each pixel
(Figure 1e) [17,29]. Order change is a function with respect to temperature; in particular, at
relatively low temperature, the order change might be much smaller than the one drawn
in Figure 1e. We remark that we choose the splay alignment and square shapes of pixels
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for simplicity in pixel assembly and the design of shape morphing modes. In fact, we can
select various director fields and shapes of pixels, to increase the design freedom.
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Figure 1. Schematic of reconfigurable LCE director patterns. (a) Schematic LCE director field.
(b) LCE pixels with different director fields fabricated through laser cutting, where α is the angle
between the planar alignment direction and one cutting edge. (c) A series of square pixels with dif‑
ferent director fields. (d) Schematic 3D LCE director field of a single pixel. (e) Schematic morphing
mode of an LCE pixel. (f) Schematic of LCE pixel assembly process. Pixels are assembled on the
spin‑coated UV glue and are sticked together after UV curing. (g) Schematic of LCE director pattern
reconfiguring process.

The second critical point is realized by using UV glue to stick assembled pixels with
designed director patterns into an LCE film (Figure 1f). We can design the director pattern
of an LCE film and select pixels with proper director fields. These pixels are assembled on
top of a thin layer of spin‑coated UV glue. After UV curing, these pixels will stick together
to form an LCE film with the designed director pattern.

The third critical point is fulfilled by cutting the assembled LCE film into original
pixels or completely different pixels, as schematically shown in Figure 1g. Note that we
can cut the LCE film partially or along different lines to form new pixels. These pixels,
either original pixels or new pixels, can be used to form a new LCE film with distinct
designed director patterns.

2.2. Effect of UV Glue and Pixel Geometry on Shape Morphing
We proposed to use UV glue to assemble pixels into LCE films with designed shapes

and director patterns. It is important to explore the effect of UV glue film and pixel geome‑
try on shape morphing. The most ideal situation is that neither the UV glue film nor pixel
geometry introduces obvious changes on shape morphing.

We firstly investigated the effect of UV glue film on the LCE shape morphing (see
Figure S2 for more details). We mixed UV glue 9310 and 9300 in a 1:1 weight ratio for
a proper adhesion performance, and we spin‑coated the UV glue mixture onto a PDMS
(Polydimethylsiloxane) layer cured on a glass substrate with a rotation speed of 3000 rpm.
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An LCE film (6 mm in length and 3 mm in width) with splay alignment was placed on top
of the spin‑coated UV glue. After UV curing, the LCE film and UV glue film will stick to‑
gether firmly, whichwill be peeled off fromPDMS.Another LCEfilmwithoutUVglue film
is used for comparison. Then, these two samples are heated to 60 ◦C to compare their shape
morphing behaviors (Figure 2a). Wemeasured the bending angle θ of LCE films by adding
the two bending angles (θ1 and θ2) of each end (Figure 2b). We present the time‑dependent
bending angles of these two samples in Figure 2c, which indicates similar stable bending
angles (at 1.5 s). For better explanation of the experimental phenomenon, we conducted
tensile tests on these two samples (see Figure S5). The results indicated that the Young’s
moduli of the LCE films without UV glue and with UV glue were 11.6 Mpa and 9.6 Mpa,
respectively. To further illustrate the effect of UV glue on shape morphing, we also estab‑
lished a simplified physical model (see Figure S10 for more details). Undoubtfully, the
thickness of UV glue film will affect the morphing performance. However, the influences
introduced by UV glue are acceptable in our research due to the relatively small thickness
of UV glue film (almost 25 µm, see Figure S4) and its low Young’s modulus. Note that the
LCE film with UV glue had a slower responding speed compared to the one without UV
glue, which is reasonable since the presence of the UV glue film decreases the heat transfer
speed. These experimental results prove the feasibility of UV‑glue‑assembled pixels.
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Figure 2. Effect of UV glue and pixel geometry on shape morphing of LCE. (a) Schematic heat‑
ing setup of LCE with and without UV glue. (b) Method to measure bending angle for LCE films.
(c) Bending angles of LCE film with and without UV glue as a function of time. Insets: photographs
of LCE films at 1.5 s response time. (d) Bending angles of LCE films assembled with different pixels
as a function of time. Insets: photographs of LCE films assembled with different pixels before shape
morphing. All scale bars are 3 mm.

We then explored the effect of pixel geometry on LCE shapemorphing. Both pixel size
and pixel shape might be important in affecting the shape morphing of LCE films. There‑
fore, we assembled LCE films with pixels of different sizes (film 2 and film 3 in Figure 2d)
and shapes (film 4 and film 5 in Figure 2d) and compared their shape morphing behavior
with an LCE film that was directly fabricated (film 1 in Figure 2d). The time‑dependent
bending angles presented in Figure 2d indicate all films have similar stable bending an‑
gles and responding speeds, which is favorable for the further design of assembled LCEs
with programmable director patterns. In other words, as long as the geometry and the
director pattern are the same, the differences between directly fabricated LCEs and the as‑
sembled LCEs is acceptable for reconfiguring experiments. Therefore, we can use pixels
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with various shapes and sizes to create desired assembled LCEs, which further enhances
the versatility of our proposed strategy. We remark that the operating temperature of the
LCE is between room temperature and 90 ◦C in this manuscript. However, the nematic–
isotropic transition temperature of the LCE is as much as 200 ◦C [30], which allows for an
operating temperature between room temperature and 200 ◦C.

2.3. Demonstration of Programmable Complex LCE Director Pattern from Pixels
We demonstrated the ability to fabricate LCE films with complex designable director

patterns by assembling selectedpixelswith a proper director field. As schematically shown
in Figure 3a, we assembled 24 pixels into an LCE film with a +1 topological defect. Note
that we only used the four types of pixels schematically shown in Figure 1c. Each pixel can
be rotated by 90◦ to form a pixel with a different director field.
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Figure 3. Optical characterization and shape morphing of LCE film assembled with square pixels.
(a) Schematic of +1 topological defect director fields of an LCE film assembled from pixels. (b) Po‑
larized optical microscope image of the assembled LCE film, taken at room temperature. P and A
represent polarizer axis and analyzer axis respectively. (c,d) Front (c) and top view (d) of LCE film
when heated to 90 ◦C. Black lines in (b–d) represent director fields of each pixel. All scale bars are
3 mm.

The polarized optical microscope image (Figure 3b) shows a dark cross, which rep‑
resents a typical liquid crystal topological defect with charge 1. We observed pixels with
3 types of light transmittance, corresponding to pixels with α = 0◦, α = 45◦, and α = 22.5◦

or 67.5◦. Here, we used pixels with planar alignment on both the top and bottom surfaces
(instead of splay alignment) for better characterization of the assembled LCE under a po‑
larized microscope. We then investigated the shape morphing behavior of the assembled
LCE film. Figure 3c,d present a front view and top view of the film at 90 ◦C, which show a
typical saddle shape. These results indicate that assembled LCE films with complex direc‑
tor patterns show similar shape morphing behaviors as directly fabricated LCE films [20],
which is favorable for designing the shape morphing of assembled LCE films.

2.4. Reconfiguration of LCE Director Patterns
We then explored the ability to reconfigure LCE director patterns by using pixels with

splay alignment. We firstly designed an LCE filmwith a director pattern corresponding to
a −1 topological defect with a 0 initial phase, as schematically shown in Figure 4a(i). We
selected 24 pixels divided into 4 types, the same as those presented in Figure 1c. We then
heated the film to 30 ◦C, 60 ◦C, and 90 ◦C sequentially to investigate the shape morphing
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behaviors. The polarized optical microscope images of the LCE at different temperatures
implied different order parameters (see Figure S8 for more details) [31–33]. We present the
side view (top row) and top view (bottom row) of the morphed shape in Figure 4a(iii). At
60 ◦C, we observed a four‑fold symmetric shape. For better understanding, we schemati‑
cally show the corresponding shape in Figure 4a(ii). At 90 ◦C, the shape morphing along
one diagonal direction dominates due to the non‑uniformity of heat.
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Figure 4. Reconfiguration of LCE director pattern. (a(i–iii)) Schematic director pattern (a(i)),
schematic shape morphing (a(ii)), and experimental shape morphing (a(iii)) of LCE film with a di‑
rector pattern of a −1 topological defect with 0 initial phase. (b(i–iii)) Schematic director pattern
(b(i)), schematic shape morphing (b(ii)), and experimental shape morphing (b(iii)) of LCE film with
a director pattern of a −1 topological defect with −π/4 initial phase. (c(i–iii)) Schematic director
pattern (c(i)), schematic shape morphing (c(ii)), and experimental shape morphing (c(iii)) of LCE
film with a director pattern of a +1 topological defect with 0 initial phase. All scale bars are 3 mm.

We then de‑assembled the LCE film into original pixels (see Figure S3 formore details)
and re‑assembled these pixels into a newfilmwith a director pattern corresponding to a−1
topological defect with −π/4 initial phase (Figure 4b(i)). We also performed experiments
to prove the durability (see Figure S7) and reversibility of the LCE (see Figure S9). At
60 ◦C, we observed a bending shape morphing along one diagonal (Figure 4b(iii)). Finally,
we de‑assembled the LCE film into original pixels again and re‑assembled these pixels into
a new film with a director pattern corresponding to a +1 topological defect with 0 phase
(Figure 4c(i)). At 60 ◦C, we observed a four‑fold symmetric shape (Figure 4c(iii)) which
differed from Figure 4a(iii).

We notice that in Figure 4a(i), the director fields are always perpendicular to two diag‑
onals if we track the local director field along these diagonals; this causes expansion of the
top surface along two diagonals upon actuation and makes the four corners bend down‑
ward. In contrast, director fields are always parallel to two diagonals in Figure 4c(i), which
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results in contraction of the top surface along two diagonals upon actuation andmakes the
four corners bend upwards. In addition, director fields are always 45◦ to two diagonals in
Figure 4b(i), and the shape morphing is apparently different from the previous two cases.

In this section, we demonstrated the reconfiguration ability of LCE director patterns
by the assembly and de‑assembly of LCE pixels with a selected director field. Through
two‑times reconfiguration of the director pattern, we achieved three distinct shape morph‑
ing modes. We remark that more shape morphing modes can be realized by multi‑times
reconfiguration.

2.5. Reconfiguration of Both LCE Shapes and Director Patterns
Reconfiguration of the director patterns already enables multiple shape morphing

modes. We further explored the ability to reconfigure LCE shapes and director patterns
simultaneously to allow for more shape morphing modes. We firstly assembled an LCE
square ring with circular alignment using 8 pixels (Figure 5a(i,ii)) and then reconfigured
both the shape and director pattern of the square ring to obtain N‑shaped film with an
axially symmetric director pattern (Figure 5b(i,ii)); this was finally reconfigured into an L‑
shaped filmwith complex director pattern (Figure 5c(i,ii)). The shape morphing behaviors
of these three films are completely different. Therefore, we can design shape morphing
modes through reconfiguring both the initial shapes and director patterns of LCE films.
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shape morphing realized with 8 pixels. (d(i,ii),e(i,ii)) LCE director pattern and shape reconfigu‑
ration between two Chinese characters. (f(i,ii),g(i,ii)) Reconfiguration between a helix and a gripper
realized through reconfiguration of LCE director patterns and shapes. Red arrows in figures repre‑
sent cutting tracks. All scale bars are 3 mm.

We then demonstrated the flexibility of our reconfiguring strategy to partially de‑
assemble the LCE films and introduce a new LCE film with programmable shape and
director pattern. For example, we firstly assembled an LCE film with the shape of the Chi‑
nese character “田” using 21 pixels with α = 0◦ (Figure 5d). We then selectively separated
the LCE film into 11 pixels via 8 cuttings (red arrows in Figure 5d). We finally assembled
these 11 pixels into another Chinese character “早” (Figure 5e). We obtained distinct shape
morphing modes from these two films.

We finally demonstrated multi‑functions of LCE‑based soft robots, enabled by the
reconfiguration of LCE films. We firstly assembled nine pixels (using an α = 0◦ direc‑
tor field) into a stripe, which transformed into a circle at 40 ◦C and a helix above 60 ◦C
(Figure 5f). We then de‑assembled the stripe into three pixels with two cuttings (red ar‑
rows in Figure 5f) and assembled the three pixels into a cross shape, which could work as
a gripper at high temperature (Figure 5g(ii)). The helix [5] and gripper [17] arewidely used
in soft robotics for locomotion and grabbing, respectively. Reconfiguration between these
two shapes may allow for cargo transportation and more functions. We expect the recon‑
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figuration of LCE shapes and director patterns will introduce more advanced functions of
LCE‑based soft robots.

3. Discussion
In this research, we demonstrated a strategy to reconfigure both LCE director patterns

and LCE initial shapes for improving multi‑mode shape morphing. Compared with pre‑
vious researches [26–28], one obvious advantage of this work lies in the reconfiguration
of complex LCE director patterns. For simplicity, we demonstrated the reconfiguration
of LCE director patterns assembled from 24 square‑shaped pixels (Figure 4). We remark
that different numbers of pixels with various designable initial shapes can be applied to
further improve the complexity of achievable LCE configurations and thus complex shape
morphing modes.

In principle, we should be able to reconfigure LCE director patterns and LCE initial
shapes for an unlimited number of times. Ideally, we need a reversible glue to transfer
between adhesion and non‑adhesion states. However, even though we tried our best, we
could not find this kind of glue. The glue we used cannot be removed after de‑assembly
of our LCE films, and for each reconfiguration process, the new LCE film will add a new
layer of UV glue. This significantly reduces the number of times we can reconfigure the
LCE films. Furthermore, a smaller thickness of UV glue will minimize the influence on the
shape morphing of assembled LCE structures. We expect a newly developed reversible
glue can solve this problem and enable unlimited times reconfiguration of the LCE director
patterns and initial shapes. Further improvement includes the application of a larger LCE
pixel thickness and gluing the pixels on the sides.

We also usemanual assembly in this research to assemble pixels into LCE films, which
restricts the assembly efficiency; furthermore, it is time‑consuming to assemble a large
number of pixels and it is difficult to assemble pixels on the micrometer scale. Therefore,
we believe self‑assembly should be incorporated in our reconfiguration in the future, to
significantly improve our strategy. In this research, we focused on assembling pixels into
two‑dimensional (2D) LCEfilms. In fact, the strategydemonstrated can be easily applied in
reconfiguring three‑dimensional (3D) LCE structures. In addition, as the LCE pixels were
fabricated by laser beam, we could design arbitrary shapes and sizes of the LCE pixels,
even down to the micro‑scale. Considering the manual assembly process, the minimum
controllable size of the pixel would be 50 µm [25].

To improve the versatility of the proposed strategy on the reconfiguration of the LCE
director pattern, we proposed the following future studies: (1) self‑assembly processes to
gather pixels into desired shapes and director patterns with high efficiency; (2) a better
glue to stick pixels together so that they can be de‑assembled via a simple method; and
(3) the 3D assembly of voxels. We believe an improved reconfiguration strategy of LCE
director patterns will find enhanced applications in soft robotics, medical micro‑robotics,
reconfigurable origami/kirigami, and so on.

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we demonstrated a strategy to reconfigure both LCE director patterns

and initial shapes for multi‑mode shape morphing. We firstly fabricated LCE pixels with
designed director fields by using surface alignment and laser cutting, and we further
demonstrated the reconfiguration of both LCE director patterns and LCE shapes by the
assembly and de‑assembly of pixels with designed director fields. In particular, we can de‑
assemble LCE films into pixels different from the original ones, improving the flexibility of
our reconfiguration strategy. We finally showed that this strategy enabled multi‑functions
of LCE‑based soft robotics. We believe these demonstrated capabilities will enable more
advanced functions of LCE based actuators.
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5. Materials and Methods
Materials: The LCE was made from a mixture containing 65 wt% of liquid crystal

monomer Rm006, 32 wt% LC monomer Rm257, 2 wt% of light‑responsive molecule N‑
Ethyl‑N‑(2‑hydroxyethyl)‑4‑(4‑nitrophenylazo) aniline (Disperse Red 1, Sigma Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO, USA)), and 1wt% of photo‑initiator (2‑benzyl‑2‑dimethylamino‑4‑morpholino‑
butyrophenone, MERYER), in which Rm006 and Rm257 served as acrylate‑functionalized
LC monomers and LC crosslinker, respectively. Disperse Red 1 was added as red dye to
color materials for convenience in operation and observation. The weight ratio of RM006
and RM257was selected as approximately 2:1, which benefits the alignment of LCE during
the fabrication process. All materials were used as received. UV glue (Type 9310 (Shen‑
zhen Tegu New Material Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China)) was used to assemble two glasses
into a liquid crystal cell. PDMS was mixed in a 10:1 weight ratio and then spin‑coated
on the glass. After curing at high temperature (e.g., 100 ◦C), the PDMS film served as
the surface on which UV glue was spin‑coated for better separation of the assembled LCEs
films from the glass substrate. An UV gluemixture of Type 9310 and Type 9300 (Shenzhen
Tegu NewMaterial Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China) with a weight ratio of 1:1 was prepared to
balance the adhesion and Young’s modulus for pixel assembly.

Liquid crystal cells: To fabricate liquid crystal cells, two glass substrates were first
cleaned for 15 min using ultrasound and then for 40 min using UV ozone. After that, the
glass substrates were either spin‑coated with a 2 wt% water solution of polyvinyl alcohol
with a rotation speed of 4000 rpm for 30 s or spin‑coated with PI1211 at a rotation speed
of 1500 rpm for 30 s, respectively. The PVA‑coated glass substrate and the PI1211 coated
substrate were heated at 120◦ for 10 min and at 180◦ for 30 min. After cooling, the PVA‑
coated glass slide was rubbed unidirectionally with a cloth for uniform planar alignment
and subsequently blown with air blast to remove surface dust particles. Tiny drops of
UV glue were picked up by sharp needle and placed on the four corners of the PVA‑coated
substrate. Then, the PI1211‑coated substratewas assembledwith the PVA‑coated substrate
to form a cell. Note that spherical spacers of 50 µm diameter were mixed in the UV glue
to determine cell thickness. After that, an UV LED was used to cure the UV glue.

LCE films: To prepare LCE films, the monomer mixture was magnetically stirred at
150 ◦C for 5min. Then, themixture was filled into the cell by a capillary force at 150 ◦C and
cooled down to room temperature to reach the nematic phase for programmed alignment.
Note that the whole process needed to be performed in the absence of light. Then, we used
the UV LED to polymerize the LCmixture for 2 h. After curing via the UV LED, the LC cell
was opened from one side by blade. Then, we used the laser beam to cut LCEs into pixels
according to our design. In particular, the model of the laser equipment was AMT‑1064‑
20‑100‑W (Industrial Picosecond Lasers, Advanced Optowave Corporation, Ronkonkoma,
NY, USA) and the wavelength of the laser beam was 1064 nm. Moreover, the related pa‑
rameters we applied were as follow: power: 500 w; repetition rate: 200 kHz; velocity:
400 mm/s; and cycle times: 300.

Pixel assembly: To assemble pixels into an LCEfilm, a glass substratewas thoroughly
cleaned for 15 min using ultrasound and then spin‑coated with PDMS mixture at a speed
of 2500 rpm for 30 s. The coated glasswas then cured on a heating plate at 100 ◦C for 10min
to form a PDMS film. After that, the PDMS film was spin‑coated with UV glue mixture at
a speed of 3000 rpm for 30 s. Then, pixels with designed director fields were assembled on
top of the UV glue mixture. After curing of the glue, the LCE film was peeled off from the
PDMS substrate.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst14040357/s1, Figure S1. Chemical composition of LCEs and
the corresponding weight ratios. Figure S2. Effect of different UV glues on LCE shape morphing.
Figure S3. De‑assembly of an LCE film into pixels. Figure S4. Thickness of UV glue layer. Figure S5.
Stress–strain curve for LCE without (a) and with (b) UV glue. Figure S6. Polarized optical micro‑
scopic images of uniform (a) and splay (b) aligned liquid crystal elastomers. Figure S7. Shape mor‑

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst14040357/s1
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst14040357/s1
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phing of LCE sample fabricated 3 months prior. Figure S8. Polarized optical images of LCEs at
different temperatures. Figure S9. Bending angle of LCE film measured with respect to heating–
cooling cycles. Figure S10. Normalized curvature with respect to thickness of two layers. Movie S1.
Effect of UV glue on shape morphing of LCE. Movie S2. Effect of pixel geometry on shape morphing
of LCE. Movie S3. Reversibility experiment for LCEs.
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